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Marathon Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Perform a stand-up start 

   

Maintain an erect posture with hips tall 

   

Keep head level 

   

Maintain rhythmic stride pattern 

   

Build a strong aerobic base 

   

Run a minimum distance of 10k 

   

Develop speed, endurance and strength 

   

Develop anaerobic strength and endurance 

   

Train over long distances at different speeds 

   

Maintain a relatively flat foot strike under hips and body weight 

   

Move continuously forward to ball of foot from flat foot strike 

   

Maintain comfortable arm swing without twisting body 

   

Run under control for entire race 

   

Totals    
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Marathon 

Competing in a marathon can be a challenging athletic achievement. Whether it is going for a fast time, trying to go for 
a personal best or just to finish the race, runners are always looking for the best training program that will lead them to 
accomplish their goal. The individual runner will be faced with many questions concerning training, such as how many 
miles to run per week, the intensity and volume of the workouts, recovery, long runs and so on. There are no concrete 
rules because every runner is unique. A coach can prescribe a specific training program according to the athlete s ability 
and goal for that specific marathon. 

However, training for a marathon is very serious business. Not training properly can lead to failing to complete the 
race and the risk of injury. While training, distance should be gradually increased. Rest times should be planned and 
followed. The rest (recovery) day is an important part of training. 

The most important part of any training program is designing its detail to match the needs and abilities of each 
athlete. Once the coach understands and incorporates the basic principles and components of training, he or she will be 
ready to develop a successful training program regardless of the athlete's ability. 

The principles established to carry out the training plan are the foundation for the complete preparedness of the 
runner to achieve his or her goal. The coach must determine the athlete's training needs and maximize his or her 
abilities. Please refer to the Athlete Nutrition, Safety and Fitness section within the General Coaching sections for 
additional guidance. 

One warning contained in almost all marathon running resources is, Don t run a marathon without the proper 
training. It is essential that an athlete is trained and prepared to enter a marathon. 

Marathon Training 

It is very apparent that marathon training is a science, with several theories and techniques available.  The energy 
systems challenged in marathon training and competitions are anaerobic (without oxygen) and aerobic (with oxygen). 
The key to a good marathon runner is to maximize the efficiency of his/her energy systems. There are several detailed 
sources available that discuss VO2 max training principles (the ability of muscles to make use of the oxygen that they 
receive) if coaches desire to learn more technical details behind the principles of marathon training. Marathon training 
consists of phases, with cycles contained within each phase (and even the cycles can have cycles). 

VO2 max 

Fitness can be measured by the volume of oxygen that is consumed while exercising at maximum capacity. VO2 max is 
the maximum amount of oxygen in milliliters one can use in one minute per kilogram of body weight. Those who are 
fitter have higher VO2 max values and can exercise more intensely than those who are not as well conditioned.  

Factors affecting VO2 max 

The physical limitations that restrict the rate at which energy can be released aerobically are dependent upon: 

 

the chemical ability of the muscular cellular tissue system to use oxygen in breaking down fuels  

 

the combined ability of cardiovascular and pulmonary systems to transport the oxygen to the muscular tissue 
system   

Anaerobic and Aerobic Training 

The anaerobic energy systems allow for short, intense efforts, while aerobic energy systems provide the energy for 
activity lasting longer than 2 minutes.  Marathon runners require endurance, which is mainly conditioning the aerobic 
system. When a marathon runner is not processing oxygen quickly enough (aerobic), the anaerobic system kicks in. The 
anaerobic system creates by-products (of which one is lactic acid) that need to be removed. This is done by training the 
anaerobic system to allow the athlete s muscles to maintain intensity despite the by-products.  The training for marathon 
contains runs that are short, runs that are long, runs that are intense and runs that are less intense. These components are 
included in the training programs for both half-marathon and marathon. 

Aerobic conditioning consists of increasing the amount the athlete runs and including a longer run weekly in 
training runs.  This results in greater endurance and improved running economy. This is the largest component of a 
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distance runner's training program. To develop an aerobic base, training sessions consist of high volumes of continuous, 
longer distance running at below what an athlete s race pace would be. This works out to be at about 70-80 percent of 
the athlete's maximum heart rate. This would translate to an athlete being able to carry on a conversation while running. 
Of course, at times, the athlete s aerobic energy system training has to be increased with more intense runs. 

Training for marathon and half-marathon consists of a combination of the following: 

1. Long runs 

2. Speed work/Tempo work/ Hill training /Interval training/Fartlek training 

3. Rest 

Some runs can be done as interval sessions or Fartlek training. Fartlek training is introducing short periods of 
slightly higher paced runs in an athlete s normal run. The pace should be picked up for a short period (200m to 400m), 
then dropped below normal running pace or slowed to a jog, until the athlete has fully recovered (breathing returned to 
normal). The athlete should repeat, slightly faster, later in the run. This type of training slightly stresses the system, 
which will lead to improvements in speed and anaerobic systems. 

Rest forms an important part of training and needs to be planned appropriately.  Rest days can contain some mild 
activity, such as walking your dog, but this should not be intense. Overuse results in injury, which leads to reduced 
training that will impact achieving goals.  

Following are simple training plans for marathon and half-marathon training. These are only guidelines and need to 
be modified to meet the athlete s specific goals, ability and training schedule.  

Note: 1 kilometer = .62 mile and 1 mile = 1.61 kilometers    
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Marathon Training Plan  18-Week Schedule 

Principles: Novice and first-time marathon athletes 

Initial weeks  Smaller steps to build endurance 

Middle weeks  Adding a rest week when runs are getting longer 

Minimum competency 

 
Athlete should be able to run 10 kilometers before starting marathon training  

Monday/Wednesday  Up-tempo runs or hill repeats of moderate incline about 250 meters long 

Tuesday  Rest or cross-training with a moderate activity such as swimming or walking (little running motion) 

Thursday  Easy recovery from the week 

Friday  High repeats/low weights; just toning, not building bulk 

Saturday  Long slow run (65 to 75% of marathon pace 

 

for example, for 4:30 marathon, 7- to 8-minute/ km pace) 

Sunday  Recovery  

Week

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
1 44 min Rest / Cross-

train 
44 min 44 min Weights 12 km Rest Day 

2 3 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

55 min 55 min Weights 12 km Rest Day 

3 55 min Rest / Cross-
train 

4 x hill training 55 min Weights 16 km Rest Day 

4 55 min Rest / Cross-
train 

55 min 66 min Weights 18 km Rest Day 

5 4 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

66 min 66 min Weights 20 km Rest Day 

6 66 min Rest / Cross-
train 

5 x hill training 55 min Weights 23 km Rest Day 

7 66 min Rest / Cross-
train 

66 min 66 min Weights 18 km Rest Day 

8 5 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

77 min 77 min Weights 25 km Rest Day 

9 77 min Rest / Cross-
train 

6 x hill training 55 min Weights 28 km Rest Day 

10 66 min Rest / Cross-
train 

77 min 77 min Weights 23 km  Rest Day 

11 6 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

77 min 77 min Weights 32 km Rest Day 

12 66 min Rest / Cross-
train 

6 x hill training 55 min Weights 25 km Rest Day 

13 55 min Rest / Cross-
train 

66 min 66 min Weights 34 km  Rest Day 

14 5 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

66 min 66 min Weights 25 km Rest Day 

15 55 min Rest / Cross-
train 

55 min 66 min Weights 36 km Rest Day 

16 55 min Rest / Cross-
train 

5 x hill training 55 min Weights 21 km Rest Day 

17 4 x hill 
training 

Rest / Cross-
train 

55 min 55 min Weights 16 km Rest Day 

18 44 min Rest / Cross-
train 

55 min Rest Weights 3 km Race Day 
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Marathon Training Plan  21-Week Schedule 

Principles: This schedule is designed for an intermediate athlete who needs more rest days but has some harder 
workouts in the week.  

Phase 1 (Week 1-4) - Weekly mileage 26 to 32 miles 

- Long runs of 10/11/12/13 miles every week 

- 70 to 90 minutes on a hilly course every week 

- Easy runs 

Phase 2 (Weeks 5-8) - Weekly mileage 30 to 38 miles 

- Long runs of 14 to 17 miles every other week 

- 5 to 7 times 1200meter at 8k pace 

- 80 to 110 minutes on a hilly course every week 

Phase 3 (Weeks 9-18) - Weekly mileage of 40 miles with 3 easy weeks of 25 miles 

- Long runs (18 miles to 25 miles) every 2 to 3 weeks 

- 12 times 400m at 2-mile pace (walk 200m; 4 minutes rest after 6 x400m) 

- 2 to 3 5-mile to 13-mile runs including 1 run at or near marathon pace every other week 

- Races every 2 to 3 weeks that serve as fast speed work 

- Easy runs to the mileage up to 40 miles 

Phase 4 (Week 19-21) - Pre-race phase    

- No hills 

M = miles 

Week

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

 

Thursday

 

Friday Saturday

 

Sunday Total 
Mileage 

1 5M Rest Day 10M 5M Rest Day 70min hill Rest Day 28 
2 5M Rest Day 11M 5M Rest Day 70min hill Rest Day 29 
3 5M Rest Day 12M 4M Rest Day 80min hill Rest Day 30 
4 5M Rest Day 13M 4M Rest Day 80min hill Rest Day 31 
5 9M Rest Day 5x1200m 8M Rest Day 100min 

hill 
Rest Day 32 

6 80min hill Rest Day 6x1200m 4M Rest Day 15M Rest Day 34 
7 9M Rest Day 6x1200m 8M Rest Day 100min 

hill 
Rest Day 33 

8 80min hill Rest Day 7x1200m 4M Rest Day 17M Rest Day 37 
9 10M Rest Day 12x400m 4M 9M Rest Day 12M 41 
10 Rest Day 9M 4x1M Rest Day 7M 19M Rest Day 41 
11 3M Rest Day 12x400m 4M Rest Day 6x1M 4M 26 easy 
12 9M Rest Day 6M at 

marathon 
pace 

Rest Day 6M 21M Rest Day 42 

13 4M Rest Day 8x1M Rest Day 3M 5k race Rest Day 25 easy  
14 6M at 

marathon pace 
Rest Day 9x1M Rest Day 7M  16M 40 

15 Rest Day 7M at 
marathon 
pace 

6M Rest Day 4M 25M Rest Day 40 

16 12x400meters Rest Day 6M 6M Rest Day 5k race Rest Day 25 easy 
17 7M Rest Day 10x1M 4M 7M Rest Day 11M at 

marathon 
pace 

41 
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18 Rest Day 9M Rest Day 7M Rest Day 20M Rest Day 41 
19 3M 7M 5x1M Rest Day 3M 12M at 

marathon 
pace 

Rest Day 30 

20 6M Rest Day 5x1M Rest Day 5M 10M Rest Day 26 
*21* 6M Rest Day 3M at 

marathon 
pace 

Rest Day 2M Rest Day Marathon 11 + 
Marathon 
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Half Marathon Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Perform a stand-up start 

   

Maintain an erect posture with hips tall 

   

Keep head level 

   

Maintain rhythmic stride pattern 

   

Build a strong aerobic base 

   

Develop speed, endurance and strength 

   

Develop anaerobic strength and endurance 

   

Train over long distances at different speeds 

   

Maintain a relatively flat foot strike under hips and body weight 

   

Move continuously forward to ball of foot from flat foot strike 

   

Maintain comfortable arm swing without twisting body 

   

Run under control for entire race 

   

Totals    
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Half Marathon 

The characteristics of the half marathon are what make training and racing the half marathon unique. It can be too long 
for a 5-10k runner or it may be too short for the marathon runner. However, it can be the perfect distance for training 
and racing if planned accordingly. For the marathon runner, it can be used as race-pace training distance. 

Training sessions are normally of high volume and long intervals with a high number of repetitions. The rest time 
between intervals can be very short or moderate, but it never allows for a full recovery. The running pace is usually 
between slower than 10k pace and a little faster than marathon pace. The speed and the rest period between intervals 
can be manipulated according to the needs of the athlete, taking into consideration the goals the athlete is trying to 
achieve during training. 

Training Components for Half Marathon 
1. Building aerobic base 
2. Developing speed, endurance and strength 
3. Developing anaerobic strength and endurance 
4. Developing strength through tempo runs 
5. Long runs to increase stamina and running economy 
6. Short intervals - lactic acid tolerance workouts  
7. Long intervals - lactic acid tolerance sustain workouts  
8. Short recovery - long recovery 
9. Race pace workouts 
10. Running pace - training at different speeds 
11. Competing  

Most of the running sessions are done on the roads and/or dirt trails instead of the track. Interval sessions are run as 
Fartlek training or pick-ups. There is also a great emphasis on hill work and tempo runs. During this training cycle the 
main concern is the development and improvement of cardiovascular strength and endurance. 
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Half-Marathon Training Plan  18-Week Schedule 
Principles: Novice and first-time half-marathon athletes 

Builds endurance 

Shorter timed runs during the week so athlete does not have to worry about distance; Sunday run ensures distances are 
being covered.  

Monday  Rest or cross training with a moderate activity such as swimming or walking (little running motion) 

Tuesday  Up-tempo runs or hill repeats of moderate incline about 250 meters long 

Wednesday  Tempo pace during the middle of run 

Thursday  Easy recovery from the week 

Friday  High repeats/low weights; just toning, not building bulk 

Saturday 

 

Recovery  

Sunday 

 

Long slow run (65 to 75% of half-marathon pace  for example, for 2:15 half-marathon.,7 to 8 minute km 
pace)  

Week

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
1 Rest / 

Cross-train 
33 min 33 min 33 min Weights Rest Day 4 km run 

2 Rest / 
Cross-train 

33 min 33 min 33 min Weights Rest Day 6 km run 

3 Rest / 
Cross-train 

3 x hill 
training 

44 min 44 min Weights Rest Day 6 km run 

4 Rest / 
Cross-train 

44 min 3 x hill training 44 min Weights Rest Day 8 km run 

5 Rest / 
Cross-train 

44 min 44 min 44 min Weights Rest Day 8 km run 

6 Rest / 
Cross-train 

3 x hill 
training 

44 min 44 min Weights Rest Day 10 km run 

7 Rest / 
Cross-train 

55 min 3 x hill training 55 min Weights Rest Day 10 km run 

8 Rest / 
Cross-train 

55 min 55 min 55 min Weights Rest Day 12 km run 

9 Rest / 
Cross-train 

3 x hill 
training 

55 min 55 min Weights Rest Day 12 km run 

10 Rest / 
Cross-train 

66 min 3 x hill training 55 min Weights Rest Day 14 km run 

11 Rest / 
Cross-train 

66 min 66 min 66 min Weights Rest Day 14 km run 

12 Rest / 
Cross-train 

3 x hill 
training 

66 min 66 min Weights Rest Day 16 km run 

13 Rest / 
Cross-train 

66 min 3 x hill training 66 min Weights Rest Day 16 km run 

14 Rest / 
Cross-train 

66 min 66 min 66 min Weights Rest Day 18 km run 

15 Rest / 
Cross-train 

3 x hill 
training 

77 min 44 min Weights Rest Day 18 km run 

16 Rest / 
Cross- train 

77 min 3 x hill training 77 min Weights Rest Day 20 km run 

17 Rest / 
Cross- train 

66 min 66 min 66 min Weights Rest Day 18 km  

18 Rest / 
Cross- train 

55 min Rest 44 min 33 min Race Day Race 
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Standing Long Jump Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Stand behind board/line with feet shoulder-width apart, toes pointed out 
slightly 

   

Hold chin up and head straight 

   

Extend arms in front of body 

   

Bend knees and ankles, swinging arms backward, low past knees 

   

Swing arms up and out toward landing area 

   

Drive knees up and extend off ground, and spring forward off both feet 

   

Bring legs under buttocks 

   

Bring legs forward by bending at hips 

   

Extend legs forward, leading with heels 

   

Swing arms downward past legs 

   

Keep feet parallel and slightly apart 

   

Keep head forward to prevent falling backward 

   

Extend heels forward 

   

Land in pit or on mat, heels first 

   

Bend knees to absorb landing 

   

Totals    
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Running Long Jump Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Measure and mark approach 

   

Perform a nine-step stride approach 

   

Plant takeoff foot on board behind foul line 

   

Take off from board by extending takeoff leg 

   

Keep upper body straight and head up 

   

Step Style 

   

Drive right knee and left arm forward and upward over sand pit 

   

Extend lead leg with takeoff leg trailing 

   

Stride in air 

   

Circle right arm overhead and bring left leg forward 

   

Reach, extending arms and upper body forward 

   

Drop arms below legs and bend knees upon hitting sand 

   

Land in sand heels first, hands sweeping past hips 

   

Roll over on toes, falling forward 

   

Hang Style 

   

Drive right knee and left arm forward and upward 

   

Hold left leg and right arm back 

   

Drive left leg and right arm (they are parallel) 

   

Arch back to achieve hang position 

   

Circle arms clockwise 

   

Lower upper body toward thighs 

   

Extend legs, and reach arms forward and back 

   

Hit sand heels first and bend knees 

   

Move upper body forward and roll over toes, falling forward 

   

Totals    
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Long Jump  

Long jump is divided into two separate events:  
1. Standing long jump 
2. Running long jump   

Running long jump is a more advanced event than the standing long jump.   

The long jump is an event that combines speed and spring and can be a lot of fun. Teaching the event is divided into the 
following components: 

 

Approach 

 

Takeoff 

 

In flight (step or hang style) (Note: In flight also includes landing) 

Standing Long Jump  

Standing long jump does not include a running takeoff. 

Ready Position 
1. Stand behind board/line with feet shoulder-width apart, toes pointed out slightly. 
2. Hold chin up, head straight, arms extended in front of body. 
3. Arms are relaxed at sides, back straight, and body leaning forward slightly. 

Takeoff 
1. From ready position, bend knees and ankles and strongly swing arms backward. 
2. Strongly swing arms up and out toward landing area as both legs drive and extend off ground. 
3. Take off by swinging arms forward and low past knees, then up toward landing area. 
4. Exhale and spring forward off both feet at a 45º angle; use strong ankle and leg extension to create a powerful 

takeoff (thrust). 
5. The toes leave the ground last. 

In Flight 
1. In flight, extend body with slight arch to back; raise arms above head. 
2. Bring legs under buttocks; then bring them forward by bending 90 degrees at hips. 
3. Extend legs forward, leading with heels, and swing arms downward past legs. 
4. Keep feet parallel and slightly apart. 
5. Keep head forward to prevent falling backward; look ahead of landing. 

Landing the Jump 
1. Extend heels forward for extra length. 
2. Land in pit or on mat, heels first, with momentum carrying you forward. 
3. Bend knees to absorb the impact of the landing. 
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Coaches  Tips for Standing Long Jumpers  At-A-Glance   

Tips for Practice  

1. Demonstrate ready-to-jump position to athlete. 

2. Give a verbal command such as, "Ready!" to the athlete to assume position. 

3. Demonstrate two-leg takeoff; emphasize taking off from both feet. 

4. Pull legs up underneath, to go as far as possible. 

5. Have athlete practice jumping on bouncy surfaces, such as springboards or small exercise 
trampolines. 

6. Demonstrate proper flight technique. 

7. Emphasize back-to-front motion to keep momentum going forward. 

8. Have athlete practice jumping over a towel or two separated ropes on ground to improve distance. 

9. Emphasize moving legs and arms on a vertical, or back-to-front, plane to keep athlete's momentum 
going forward. 

10. Practice landing after jumping off a box or springboard. 

11. Concentrate on falling forward after landing. 

12. Conduct jumping games to promote standing long jump skills: use jumping instead of running in 
relay games, or jump over a series of lines spaced.  
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Running Long Jump 

Determining the Takeoff Leg for the Running Long Jump 
The athlete s stronger leg is usually used as the take-off leg. On the track, have the athlete take three consecutive hops 
from a standing start using the right foot only, and measure the distance traveled. Repeat with the left foot. The leg that 
was used to hop the farthest is probably the favored leg. If a true preference is not shown, most right-handed people will 
use their left foot as the takeoff foot for jumps. If the athlete feels more comfortable with the opposite leg, he/she should 
use it. 

Please note that a left-footed takeoff will be assumed in the material below. If an athlete prefers a right-footed 
takeoff, simply switch the foot named in the instruction. 

Measuring an Athlete s Approach 
The approach will need adjustment as the athlete progresses through skill and strength improvements. Initially, three 
strides should be used, progressing through five, seven and nine strides. The most skilled athletes can use up to nineteen 
strides.  

1. Athlete stands on takeoff board and runs back, down the runway, the number of strides that will be used on the 
approach. The point where the athlete stops or reaches the number of strides is marked. This is the initial mark 
that will be adjusted forward or backward.   

2. Athlete faces takeoff board from this mark. 
3. Athlete steps forward on non-takeoff foot. 
4. With a controlled run, athlete starts with takeoff foot and runs nine strides toward takeoff board, running through 

the sand. 
5. Mark spot where takeoff foot hits takeoff board. 
6. Adjustments can be made forward and backward to fit individual needs. 
7. When a consistent approach is made, record distance for future practice and competitions. 
8. Run approach again and note location of first and third steps taken with takeoff foot. These two check-marks 

will help the athlete run a consistent approach by matching his/her stride to meet these marks. 

Coaching Tips For Measuring Approach 

 

Demonstrate the starting stance. 

 

Emphasize that takeoff foot starts behind the other foot, and it takes the first step. 

 

Place different colored footprints on the runway. 

 

Have the athlete practice approach run as often as possible, so that a consistent run develops. 

 

Have the athlete measure the approach him/herself so he/she knows the start point. 
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The Takeoff 
1. Perform the approach run and plant the takeoff foot on board behind foul line. 
2. Stretch upward immediately prior to takeoff. 
3. Strongly take off from board by extending takeoff leg. 
4. Bend other leg; drive thigh up and over sand pit. 
5. Keep upper body straight, head up, and vision focused ahead in the sand. 
6. Land in a running position on non-takeoff foot and run through the sand. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Demonstrate single leg takeoff. 

 

Have athlete use a three- or five-stride approach, then work up to nine strides. 

 

Athlete needs to always take first stride with takeoff foot. 

 

Move the start back, always taking an odd number of strides, until a consistent approach is achieved. 

 

Emphasize strong extension of takeoff knee and ankle. 

 

Emphasize vigorous lift and drive by opposite knee and arm. 

In Flight  Step Style 
1. From takeoff, drive right knee and left arm forward and upward over sand 

pit. 
2. While in flight, extend the lead leg with the takeoff leg trailing, appearing 

to be in a stride position mid-flight. 
3. Circle right arm overhead and bring left leg forward, so that arms and legs 

are parallel. 
4. When preparing to land, extend arms and upper body to reach forward. 
5. Drop arms below legs and bend knees upon hitting the sand. 
6. Land in sand heels first, with hands sweeping past hips. 
7. Roll over on toes, falling forward. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Demonstrate step-style flight, leading flight with right knee. 

 

Practice pop-ups drill. 

 

Increase length of approach as flight technique improves. 

In Flight  Hang Style 
1. From takeoff, drive right knee and left arm forward and upward; hold the left leg and 

right arm back. 
2. Drive the left leg and right arm so that they are parallel. 
3. Arch the back to achieve the "hang" position. 
4. Move the arms in a circle clockwise. 
5. Lower the upper body toward thighs, extend legs, and reach arms forward and then 

backward in preparation for landing. 
6. Hit sand heels first, bend knees to absorb shock of landing, move upper body forward, 

and roll over toes to fall forward. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Demonstrate hang-style technique. 

 

Have the athlete jump up and arch the back. 

 

Have the athlete start with a shorter approach. 
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Coaches

 
Tips for Running Long Jumpers  

Tips for Practice  

1. Demonstrate the starting stance.  

2. Emphasize that the takeoff foot starts behind the other foot, and it takes the first step. 

3. Place different colored footprints or hula hoops to step in on the runway. 

4. Have the athlete practice approach run as often as possible, so that a consistent run develops. 

5. Athlete should have good, controlled speed on the approach.  

6. Athlete always needs to take first step with takeoff foot. 

7. Emphasize strong extension of takeoff knee and ankle. 

8. Emphasize vigorous lift and drive by opposite knee and arm. 

9. Increase length of approach as flight technique improves. 

10. Emphasize height reached by the feet during flight. 

11. Watch that athlete is landing heels first. 

12. Emphasize that athlete should fall forward after landing. 

Tips for Competition  

1. Practice visual imagery. Have the athlete picture him/herself running down the runway, hitting the 
takeoff board without a foul and soaring up and out into the pit. 

2. Have the athlete sprint down the runway, accelerating as he/she gets closer to board. 
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Faults & Fixes  Long Jump   

Error Correction Drill/Test Reference 

Athlete stutter-steps and takes off 
on the wrong foot and looks down 
at board. 

Verify run-up and start point. 
Practice doing run the exact same 
way each time. 

Do run-up on track with 
controlled acceleration. 

Athlete is not getting any height in 
the jump (stays close to ground). 

 

Increase drive. 

 

Make sure upper body is not 
angled forward. 

 

Use extension of legs. 

 

Bounding and jumping drills. 

 

Strengthen core muscles. 

Athlete lands upright. 

 

Increase forward reach and 
momentum. 

 

Increase height so legs can be 
repositioned. 

 

Strengthen core muscles. 

 

Bounding. 

 

Two-footed jumps. 

Athlete not extending and moving 
arms and legs during flight. 

 

Increase confidence, control 
and/or strength. 

 

Make sure takeoff leg is fully 
extended so athlete is getting 
height. 

 

Practice, positive 
reinforcement. 

 

Jump from boxes. 
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Long Jump Drills 

Pop-ups 
Reps:  10-12 jumps 

Purpose 

 

Develop hitch kick and arm action in air 

 

Develop height on jump 

Teaching Points 
1. Place hurdle or string or light rope across pit about five feet from takeoff board.  
2. Take Hips Tall position and begin short approach (five or seven strides). 
3. Run toward pit with moderate, controlled speed. 
4. Hit board driving up and out over marker. 
5. Perform hitch kick and arm action in air and land into pit.             

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Athlete can take off at mark closer to pit if needed 

 

Athlete can step onto low box to help create height 

 

Maintain tall body posture in position 

When to Use: Beginning of workout; beginner jumpers 
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Forward Height 
Reps:  10-12 jumps 

Purpose 

 
Develop height on jump 

 

Develop tall body position during jump 

Teaching Points 
1. Place string or light rope across pit about 10 feet from takeoff board. 
2. Take Hips Tall position, begin short approach. 
3. Run toward pit with moderate, controlled speed. 
4. Hit board, driving up and out beyond marker. 
5. Perform hitch kick or hang using arm action in air, and land into pit.            

Points of Emphasis: Maintain tall body position in flight 

When to Use: Beginner jumpers 

 

Cross the Brook 
Reps:  10-12 jumps 

Purpose 

 

Develops jumping and falling forward 

 

Develop tall body position during jump 

Teaching Points 
1. Place two ropes on ground about shoulder-width apart, forming a "brook." 
2. Jump from one side of the brook to the other. 
3. Space ropes farther apart to work on hopping distance.   

Points of Emphasis: Powerful drive from legs 

When to Use: Beginner jumpers, technique work 
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Circle Jumping 
Reps:  10-12 jumps 

Purpose 

 
Develop powerful, explosive leg action 

Teaching Points 
1. Place a series of hoops, etc., on ground. 
2. Hop or bound from hoop to hoop. 
3. Initially place hoops close to each other, then set them progressively farther apart to demand long reaching 

strides and explosive leg action. Pylons can also be used for athletes to land beside if athletes may land/step on 
hoops. 

4. Use a forward and upward swing of the arms to help each jump.   

Points of Emphasis: Good arm action 

When to Use: Beginner jumpers, technique work 

 

Plyometric Hops (or Bounds) over Low Obstacles 
Reps:  2x5 obstacles 

Purpose 

 

Develop powerful, explosive leg action 

 

Develop spring in legs 

Teaching Points 
1. Create and place five obstacles one meter apart. 
2. Hop or bound over the obstacles. 
3. Land and immediately hop or bound over next obstacle. 
4. Use arms to obtain height and distance over obstacles.  

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Good arm action 

 

Strong knee drive 

When to Use: Technique work 
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High Jump Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Flop Style    

Measure and mark approach start 

   

Take a three- five-, seven- or nine-step stride approach 

   

Swing non-takeoff leg up toward opposite shoulder. 

   

Swing both arms from a low back position to high front position in front of 
body 

   

Take off on one foot using strong leg extension of knee and ankle 

   

Turn right shoulder away from bar 

   

Arch back and drop shoulders 

   

Look at right shoulder and pull knees toward chest 

   

Land in pit on back 

   

Scissor Style    

Measure and mark approach 

   

Take a three- or seven-step stride approach 

   

Swing both arms back on penultimate step 

   

Swing both arms forcefully above shoulders on takeoff 

   

Take off on one foot 

   

Lift leg closest to bar, up and over bar 

   

Follow with opposite leg to complete scissor 

   

Land in pit on buttocks 

   

Totals    
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High Jump 

High jump is an event that combines power and speed.  Important safety information is found in the section on Sport 
Equipment. Athletes should wear spikes on grass or in wet conditions because the surface can become slippery. 

There are two types of jumps: 

1. Fosbury Flop 
2. Scissor Kick  

The Fosbury Flop is the more popular technique in which the athlete does a backward rotation during flight. The 
Scissor Kick is a more basic jump in which the athlete lifts legs sequentially over the bar, remaining facing the same 
direction. Regardless of the jump style, all jumps must be made off of one foot only. 

Please note that all of the guidance to follow will use a left-footed takeoff, with a right side approach.  

Fosbury Flop Style High Jump 

The Fosbury style high jump components consist of the following steps/approaches, to be used as the athlete develops 
his/her style. Some athletes may use up to 13 strides. 

1. Establish takeoff foot 
2. Flop Style, straight three-step approach 
3. Flop Style, five-step curved approach 
4. Flop Style, seven-step curved approach 
5. Flop Style, nine-step curved approach 

Establish Takeoff Foot 
1. Jump over a rope held by two people. 
2. Raise rope higher as height is cleared. 
3. As the rope gets higher, dominant leg will become obvious and identify takeoff foot. 

Flop Style - Straight Three-step Approach 
1. Stand next to crossbar one arm's length away and quarter of bar's length from right standard. This is an 

approximate takeoff point to be used. 
2. Walk backward three steps at a 45-degree angle from bar. This is the spot for starting stance. 
3. Coach marks the spot of third step. 
4. Face pit with feet together. Take first step with left foot and run toward pit. 
5. As the third step is taken, swing bent right leg up toward left standard; swing both arms from below the hips to 

above shoulders in front of body. 
6. Jump into air, taking off on one foot. 
7. Arch back; drop shoulders; look at right shoulder and pull knees toward chest. 
8. Land in pit on back. 
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Flop Style, Five-step Curved Approach 
1. Locate the spot where the athlete will start the approach. Measure to the right of the right crossbar standard 3-5 

meters. Mark this spot. Now measure 6-9 meters away from the pit. This is the athlete's approximate start 
location, facing the pit. This location might have to be adjusted for each athlete. 

2. Take Hips Tall position and begin five-stride approach with left foot. 
3. Approach pattern will look like an upside down "J." 
4. On fifth step with left foot, swing the bent right leg up toward left shoulder, and swing both arms from a low 

back position to high front position in front of body. 
5. Take off from left foot, using a strong leg extension of knee and ankle. 
6. Turn right shoulder away from bar, rotating counterclockwise. 
7. Land on back and roll off the pit.  

Flop Style, Seven-step Curved Approach 
1. From five-step approach, take two more strides away from pit. Adjust as necessary. 
2. Take Hips Tall position and begin seven-stride approach with left foot. 
3. The first two steps will be straight, last five will be curved. 
4. On the seventh step, plant left foot and make jump. 
5. From this point, jump mechanics are same as five-step approach.  

Correct forward lean into curve Incorrect forward lean away from curve           

Flop Style, Nine-step Curved Approach 
1. From seven-step approach, take two more strides away from pit. Adjust as necessary. 
2. Take Hips Tall position and begin nine-stride approach with left foot. 
3. Run straight toward pit; on fifth step, start the curve. 
4. Place two check marks: one for starting stance and one at second stride of left foot, where curve starts. 
5. On the ninth step, plant left foot, and make jump. 
6. From this point, jump mechanics are same as five- and seven-step approaches.  

 

Coaching Tips 

 

As athlete takes third step on left takeoff foot, right knee is forcefully driven toward left shoulder. 

 

When in air, athlete thinks of doing a sit-up and brings knees to chest. 

 

Place markers at the start point and where the curve starts.  
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Scissor Style High Jump 

The scissor style high jump components consist of the following steps/approaches, to be used as the athlete develops 
his/her style. 

 
Establishing Approach 

 
Scissor Style - Three-step Approach 

 

Scissor Style - Seven-step Approach 

Establishing the Approach 
1. Stand next to the pit, with or without bar. 
2. Run back three steps from takeoff point at a 45-degree angle from pit. 
3. Run toward pit, starting with left foot and taking three steps; take off on left foot. 

Scissor Style - Three-step Approach 
1. Place bar just higher than pit. 
2. Take same three-step approach as above. 
3. Take first step on left foot. 
4. Take second step on right foot and swing both arms back. 
5. Take third step on left foot and forcefully swing both arms above shoulders. 
6. Lift right leg (closest to bar) up and over bar. 
7. Left leg follows to complete scissor. 
8. Athlete lands in pit on buttocks. 

Scissor Style - Seven-step Approach 
1. Stand parallel to and an arm's length away from the crossbar, and a quarter of the bar's length from the right 

standard. This is the takeoff point to develop consistency in the approach. 
2. Take seven steps away from this point on a 45-degree angle to the right of the pit. This is the location of the 

starting stance. 
3. Face the pit, take the first step with the left foot, run straight to the pit, and accelerate with every step. 
4. Plant left foot on seventh step at takeoff spot; jump into the air. 
5. Keep arms and legs up with head held straight. 
6. Land in pit on buttocks. 
7. Roll to the rear of pit and get off.  

Coaching Tips 

 

Emphasize driving knee of right leg; leg will be horizontal to ground. 

 

Have athlete keep head up and upper body upright. 

 

Mark start point. 
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Faults & Fixes  High Jump  

Error Correction Drill/Test Reference 

Athletes fall forward into bar. Ensure last strides are far enough 
away so athlete can lean body 
backward prior to takeoff. 

Practice run-up; ensure that foot is 
planted properly and lean is 
backward. 

Athlete s seat knocks bar down. 

 

Hips need to be raised to clear 
bar. 

 

Head is back. 

 

Thrust needs to occur from 
takeoff leg. 

 

Jump over bar from standing 
with hips going up and over. 

 

Bounding. 

Athlete turns back before jumping 
over. 

Ensure run-up curve is not too 
tight and lean is slightly into the 
curve. 

Practice run-up; ensure takeoff 
foot is planted properly. 

Athlete slows down before 
takeoff. 

Increase confidence. Practice run-up and takeoff 
without bar, with elastic, then with 
the bar. 
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High Jump Drills  

Flop into Pit w/out Bar 
Reps:  10-20 jumps; decrease as comfort level increases 

Purpose 

 

Develop back-bend sensation of flop technique 

 

Develop comfort in jumping backward into high-jump pit 

Teaching Points 
1. Stand with back to pit in Hips Tall position. 
2. Bend at hips while driving arms back. 
3. Jump up, driving arms up over head. 
4. Dive, bending back into pit. 
5. Arms/feet are extended up toward sky.  

Points of Emphasis: Jump - don t just fall back 

When to Use: 

 

Beginner high jumpers 

 

Early in practice session 

  

Flop into Pit w/Bar 
Reps:  10-20 jumps; decrease as comfort level increases 

Purpose 

 

Develop back-bend sensation of flop technique 

 

Develop comfort in jumping backward into high-jump pit over bar 

Teaching Points 
1. Stand with back to pit in Hips Tall position. 
2. Bend at hips while driving arms back. 
3. Jump up, driving arms up over head. 
4. Flop over bar, bending back into pit, landing on back. 
5. Arms/feet are extended up toward sky.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Need burst of power on takeoff 

 

Emphasize thrusting hips and arching back 

When to Use: 

 

Beginner high jumpers 

 

Early in practice session 
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High Knee Marching 
Reps:  3x30m 

Purpose 

 
Develop push-off of ball of foot 

 
Develop knee driving action up 

Teaching Points 
1. Drive thigh of the leading leg up to the horizontal. 
2. Drive up onto ball of supporting foot. 
3. Work arms, and drive knee upward as powerfully as possible.      

Points of Emphasis: Consistency in push-drive action of knee and thigh 

When to Use: Warm-up 
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High Knee Running 
Reps:  3x30m 

Purpose 

 
Develop push-off of ball of foot 

 

Develop knee driving action up while running 

Teaching Points 
1. Run slowly, raising thigh of the lead leg up to the horizontal. 
2. Drive up onto the balls of feet entire time. 

.  

Points of Emphasis: Consistency in push-drive action of knee and thigh 

When to Use: Warm-up 

 

Jump to Head a Suspended Ball 
Reps:   10x; decrease as ability and season progress 

Purpose 

 

Increase vertical jumping capacity 

Teaching Points 
1. Suspend a ball 30-60cm above athlete's head. 
2. Using a three- to five-stride run-up, jump up off the takeoff foot, and hit ball with head.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Explosive drive off of ball of foot 

 

Bounding off ground sensation 

When to Use: Early in season 
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Curve Sprinting 
Reps:  10-12 full figure-8 circles 

Purpose 

 
Develop inward lean sensation of J approach 

 

Develop controlled, fast sprinting during approach 

Teaching Points 
1. Sprint in a figure-8 shape 
2. Curve to left, then to the right, and lean toward inside of curve while sprinting.   

Points of Emphasis: Emphasize inward lean maintaining upper body control 

When to Use: Warm-up, early in season 

 

Curve Sprinting 
Reps:  10x30m 

Purpose 

 

Develop inward lean sensation of J approach 

 

Develop controlled, fast sprinting during approach 

Teaching Points 
1. Sprint from 100-meter finish line into curve on track. 
2. Run through curve. 
3. Jog back and repeat.    

Points of Emphasis: Emphasize inward lean maintaining upper body control 

When to Use: Warm-up, early in season 
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Pop-ups w/out a Crossbar 
Reps:  5x; may decrease as skill level increases 

Purpose 

 
Develop consistent plant, takeoff and arm coordination 

Teaching Points 
1. Take a three- or five-step approach to practice plant, takeoff and arm action. 
2. See how high the athlete can pop up on each plant.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Solid plant of takeoff foot 

 

Explosive takeoff and drive of knee and thigh 

 

Good lean, looking back over shoulder 

 

Not riding the bar  bar clearance 

When to Use: 

 

Early in practice session 

 

Fine-tune technique or mechanics of jump 

 

Five-step Curve Practice 
Reps:  5-10x 

Purpose 

 

Develop consistency in approach 

 

Develop rhythm in running the curve 

Teaching Points 
1. Keep crossbar low. 
2. Work on curve, plant and takeoff.   

Points of Emphasis: Concentrate on arms and hips as athlete goes up and over bar 

When to Use: 

 

Early in practice session 

 

Fine-tune technique or mechanics of jump 
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Coaches  Tips for High Jumpers  At-A-Glance  

Tips for Practice  

1. Make sure the athlete has a sound five-, seven- or nine-step approach. 

2. Make sure that the curve is five steps only and that the curve starts with takeoff foot. 

3. Make sure the athlete takes off with only one foot. 

4. Stress the importance of speed of approach, especially last three steps. 

5. Observe where the athlete plants the takeoff foot. The athlete needs to take off about one arm's 
length from crossbar. The left foot is pointing toward the left standard. 

6. Make sure arms are used in jump, knees are kept up while going over bar and head is looking at 
left standard. 

7. Continue to gradually increase bar height as athlete consistently clears a height. 

8. Demonstrate all approaches and flop and scissor style jumps. 

9. Use footprints or tape to mark approach. 

10. If athlete's approach does not feel right, have him/her run parallel to the crossbar. 

11. Make sure athlete accelerates on approach and leans toward inside of curve. 

12. Have a mini high jump competition at practice. 

13. Start without a crossbar, then use string, sewing elastic banding or yarn until confidence is 
developed. 

14. Emphasize accelerating with each step, no short choppy steps. 

15. Emphasize that hips go upward over bar. 

Tips for Competition  

1. Use visual imagery. Athlete pictures himself/herself going over the crossbar in his/her mind. 

2. Practice planting takeoff foot in the correct spot. 

3. Be aware of the jumping order so that the athlete is ready when called. 

4. Know starting height of athletes. 

5. Remember, athletes are allowed one mark on the high jump apron. 

6. The rules allow the athlete 90 seconds from the time his/her name is called to initiate the jump. 

7. The plane of the crossbar cannot be broken, or it counts as a miss.  
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Shot Put Skill Progression 

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Hold shot in throwing hand and spread fingers around shot 

   
Balance shot with thumb and little finger 

   

Place shot against neck, below ear, with palm turned out 

   

Keep elbow away from body 

   

Standing Put    

Stand with feet just wider than shoulder width near toe board, face 
perpendicular to toe board 

   

Keep shoulders parallel to direction of throw 

   

Step back and bend back leg, keeping back straight 

   

Turn upper body 90 degrees away from direction of put 

   

Drive hips and chest counterclockwise toward direction of put 

   

Extend throwing arm, keep thumb down, snap wrist and fingers outward, 
releasing shot 

   

Sliding Put    

Stand in middle of ring, face perpendicular to toe board 

   

Lower upper body and flex back leg to quarter squat 

   

Lift front foot, extend forward, slide body toward front of circle 

   

Keep back leg flexed, with body perpendicular to throw s direction 

   

Rotate back leg, extend body upward, force hips in throw s direction 

   

Thrust chest forward and extend both legs 

   

Transfer weight to left leg 

   

Extend right arm and push shot with fingertips 

   

Extend throwing arm, keep thumb down, snap wrist and fingers outward, 
releasing shot 

   

Gliding Put    

Stand at rear of circle, face away from toe board 

   

Place power foot in front, with ball of other foot on throwing surface 

   

Hop backward, turn both feet 90  counterclockwise until parallel to toe board 

   

Land on both feet simultaneously 

   

Rotate and raise trunk upward, begin turning feet 90

 

toward throw s 
direction 

   

Transfer weight from right to left foot, pivoting both feet and knees toward 
direction of put 

   

Keep right elbow away from body, extend right arm 

   

Extend throwing arm, keep thumb down, snap wrist and fingers outward, 
releasing shot 

   

Totals    
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Putting the Shot 

There are three primary styles of putting the shot: 

1. Standing put 
2. Slide  
3. Gliding put 

Warm-up is very important for shot put (as well as all other events) to prevent injury. The warm-up consists of 
jogging, stretching and light exercises. Special care needs to be taken to ensure the wrists and hands are thoroughly and 
properly warmed up. 

Gripping the shot put is the same for all athletes. The following explanations use a right-handed put. 

Gripping the Shot Put & Ready Position 
1. Hold shot with both hands. 
2. Place shot in throwing (right) hand and spread fingers 

around shot. 
3. Do not rest shot in palm of hand 
4. Place thumb and little finger wider apart for balance 

and support. 
5. Raise shot above head, wrist flexed backward. 
6. Shot is supported by thumb and little finger on sides; 

majority of weight is on other fingers. 
7. Bring arm down, place shot against neck, below ear, 

with palm turned out. 
8. Elbow is away from body. 
9. Apply pressure against neck to support shot. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Elbow must stay behind shot. 

 

Do not let shot drop into palm of hand. 

Standing Put 
1. From ready position, stand straddle near toe board, facing perpendicular to direction of throw (left shoulder at 

front of the ring). 
2. Shoulders are parallel to direction of throw. 
3. Left arm (non-throwing arm) is relaxed, extended in front of body. 
4. Step back and bend right leg, keeping back straight. 
5. Turn upper body 90 degrees away from direction of put. 
6. Body weight is over bent right leg. 
7. Drive hips and chest counterclockwise toward direction of put. 
8. Extend right arm and snap fingers, releasing shot.   
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Sliding Put 
1. From ready position, stand straddle near middle of ring, facing perpendicular to direction of throw (left shoulder 

at front of the ring). 
2. Lower upper body and flex right leg to quarter squat. 
3. Lift left foot and extend it forward, sliding body toward front of circle. 
4. Right leg remains flexed and body is perpendicular to direction of throw. 
5. Rotate right leg and extend body upward to force hips around to direction of put. 
6. Thrust chest forward and extend both legs. 
7. Transfer weight to left leg. 
8. Extend right arm and push shot with fingertips. 
9. Release shot, right arm extending in direction of put. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Left foot is placed one length of the foot in front of right foot. 

 

Emphasize a strong leg push. 

Gliding Put 
1. From ready position, stand at rear of circle, facing away from the direction of put; weight is on right leg. 
2. Place ball of left foot on throwing surface. 
3. Hop backward powerfully, turning both feet 90 degrees parallel to toe board. 
4. Land on both feet simultaneously. 
5. Rotate and raise trunk upward; feet begin turning 90 degrees toward direction of put. 
6. Transfer weight from right to left foot, pivoting both feet and knees toward direction of put. 
7. Keep right elbow away from body, and extend right arm forcefully. 
8. Keeping thumb down, put the shot and forcefully snap the wrist and fingers outward.   

Coaching Tips 

 

Keep back straight and weight low during glide. 

 

Right leg provides majority of gliding force. 

 

Glide in a balanced position from the back to center of circle. 

 

Keep left toe close to throwing surface during extension, and ground the foot quickly. 

 

Drive to toe board with left foot and do not hop. 

 

Extend beyond toe board to improve release point. 
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The Reverse  Weight Transfer 
1. After shot is put, right arm continues past body to the left. 
2. Left arm continues back around body. 
3. Switch feet - right foot moves toward toe board, and left foot moves to the back. 
4. All of weight is on right leg.   
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Wheelchair Shot Put Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Sit upright in chair with buttocks against chair and feet on foot supports 

   

Hold shot in throwing hand and spread fingers around shot 

   

Balance shot with thumb and little finger 

   

Place shot against neck, below ear, with palm turned out 

   

Keep elbow away from body, pointing it back away from body 

   

Grab left armrest with left hand for balance 

   

Extend throwing arm, keep thumb down, snap wrist and fingers outward, 
releasing shot 

   

Totals    
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Wheelchair Athlete - Ready Position 
1. Set front wheels of chair behind toe board of the ring, lock back wheels. 
2. Sit upright in chair with buttocks against chair and the feet on foot supports. 
3. Grip shot in right hand. 
4. Place shot against the side of neck, not under chin. 
5. Keep right elbow to the right side, pointing back away from body. 
6. Grab left armrest with left hand for balance. 
7. Extend right arm forcefully. 
8. Lower left shoulder, raise right shoulder. 
9. Keeping thumb down, put shot, snapping wrist and fingers outward. 

Coaching Tips 

 

Emphasize sitting up straight in chair. 

 

Practice without a shot, then with a light softball, and finally with a shot. 

 

Maintain a strong erect posture in the chair during the putting action. 

 

Keep left arm at eye level.  
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Faults & Fixes  Shot Put  

Error Correction Drill/Test Reference 

Throwing the shot instead of putting it. 

 
Throwing elbow may have 
dropped below the shoulder. 

 

Shot may not be cradled 
directly under chin. 

 
Correct hand/arm/elbow 
positioning, keeping elbow 
high. 

 

Practice in standing put 
stance. 

Shot is not going upward when put. Use legs when thrusting; make 
sure upward direction is being 
followed with the body. 

Use a target to put over in the 
air (coach should hold a long 
stick/bar). 

Put has no thrust from fingers. 

 

Hold shot properly (pads of 
fingers and thumb). 

 

Do not let shot drop into palm 
of hand. 

 

Strengthen thumb and fingers.

  

Practice without shot. 

No distance/power in put. Lift upward simultaneously with 
legs and back, making sure legs 
are thrusting and all parts are 
occurring in the right sequence. 

 

Break skill down. 

 

Practice without shot or use 
lightweight shot. 
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Shot Put Drills 

For all forms of throwing, use a soccer ball, basketball or light medicine ball. Throwing can be from behind the head, 
between the legs or around the side of the body. 

Underhand Toss 
Reps:  10 throws 

Purpose 

 

Warm the body up properly for any shot put practice or competition 

Teaching Points 
1. Stand facing landing area. 
2. Hold shot in front of body with both hands. 
3. Bend knees and throw shot up and out, away from body, using an underhand toss.     

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Good extension of arms and legs 

 

Deep squat, with explosive drive up through hips 

When to Use: Warm-up, in throwing ring 

 

Chest Pass 
Reps: 5-10 throws 

Purpose 

 

Warm the body up properly for any shot put practice or competition 

Teaching Points 
1. Stand facing landing area. 
2. Hold shot with both hands with fingers behind shot. 
3. Push shot out like a basketball chest pass.   

Points of Emphasis: Good arm extension 

When to Use: Warm-up, in throwing ring 
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Wrist Flips 
Reps:  5-10x 

Purpose 

 
Warm the body up properly for any shot put practice or competition 

 

Develop strength in wrists 

Teaching Points 
1. Hold shot in throwing hand, against neck. 
2. Cock wrist, elbow behind shot. 
3. Flip shot forward using wrist only.   

Points of Emphasis: Strong, controlled wrist action 

When to Use: Warm-up, in throwing ring 

 

Glide to Medicine Ball 
Reps:  5-10 glides 

Purpose 

 

Develop efficiency in extending leg toward the toe board 

Teaching Points 
1. Place medicine ball at center of throwing circle. 
2. Take forward straddle position, facing back of throwing circle, with shot in throwing position. 
3. Bend the throwing-side knee, transferring weight over knee. 
4. Non-throwing leg is relaxed and extended; arm is out to the side. 
5. Drive non-throwing leg toward body. 
6. Push and glide back toward medicine ball with non-throwing foot.    

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Low efficient leg extension 

 

ball is pushed directly forward 

 

Focus only on leg action and weight transfer 

When to Use: Integrate into entire technique as soon as possible 
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Putting for Distance 
Reps:  5-10 throws 

Purpose 

 
Develop complete putting action 

 

Develop explosive power in putting action 

Teaching Points 
1. Push ball from as far back behind body to as far forward as possible. 
2. Drive up onto toes and push forward with body. 
3. Release ball so that arms are fully extended in front of body and above head.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Use whole body in this action, not just arms 

 

Complete arm extension 

 

Weight behind body 

When to Use: Once technique work begins 

 

Putting for Height and Distance 
Reps:  5-10 throws 

Purpose 

 

Develop complete putting action 

 

Develop explosive power in putting action 

Teaching Points 
1. Stretch a rope between two high jump standards, 2M above ground. 
2. Stand behind rope and put ball over rope. 
3. If successful, take two steps back away from rope and repeat.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Use whole body in this action, not just arms 

 

Complete arm extension 

 

Weight behind body 

When to Use: Once technique work begins 
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Glide Drill 
Reps:  5-10 glides 

Purpose 

 
Warm the body up properly for any shot put practice or competition 

 

Develop powerful and explosive glide action 

Teaching Points 
1. Stand with feet parallel in back of circle. 
2. Using a normal glide, drive backward off left foot. 
3. Land in power position. 
4. Rotate hips and feet on drive back. 
5. Keep shoulders square to back of circle, opening up left foot and hip.  

  

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Quick driving action to power position 

 

Good rotation of hips and feet to power position 

When to Use: Warm-up, in throwing ring 

  

Weight Transfer  Standing Throw 
Reps:  5-10 throws 

Purpose 

 

Develop effective use of the legs 

Teaching Points 
1. Take straddle position with shot in throwing position. 
2. Bend the throwing-side knee, transferring weight over foot. 
3. Non-throwing leg is relaxed and extended; arm is out to the side. 
4. Shoulders are parallel to ground. 
5. Drive weight up and out from throwing side. 
6. Rotate hips, transferring weight behind shot release. 
7. Thrower is facing direction of throw upon release of shot put.  

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Hip rotation progressively increases with proper weight transfer 

 

Focus only on leg action and weight transfer 

When to Use: Limited use  integrate into entire technique as soon as possible 
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Push-Throw with the Ball 
Reps:  10-20 throws 

Purpose 

 
Develop putting arm action 

 

Develop coordinated body leg movement 

Teaching Points 
1. Throw tennis ball against wall with a pushing or putting action. 
2. Use body to make throw and extend legs. 
3. Push ball with fingertips. 
4. Catch ball on rebound from wall and repeat.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Putting ball, not throwing ball 

 

Getting body weight behind put 

 

Extending legs 

When to Use: Early in season  technique work 

 

Push-Put the Ball with Partner 
Reps: 10-20 throws 

Purpose 

 

Develop putting arm action 

 

Develop coordinated body and leg movement 

Teaching Points 
1. Partners stand facing each other, 2-3 meters apart. 
2. Push ball to partner with one- or two-handed push pass. 
3. Step toward partner with left leg if throwing with right arm. 
4. Keep elbow of throwing arm at shoulder height.   

Points of Emphasis: 

 

Putting ball, not throwing ball 

 

Don t use a real shot! 

 

Getting body weight behind put 

 

Extending legs 

When to Use: Early in season  technique work 
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Coaches  Tips for Shot Putters  At-A-Glance   

Tips for Practice  

1. The athlete should always enter and exit the ring from the rear. 

2. Break down putting into parts and practice the parts. 

3. Elbow must stay behind the shot. 

4. Demonstrate proper way to enter and exit ring. 

5. Have athlete keep right elbow at shoulder level during put. 

6. Move hips forward and keep chest high and square to direction of put. 

7. Extend the legs during put. 

8. Put shot with fingers. 

9. Finish put with right arm extended in front of body, hand above head level. 

10.  The athlete is balanced the entire time in the throwing circle 

11. Practice without a shot, with a softball, and finally with the shot. 

12. Put begins with extension of legs. 

13. Do not watch shot after release. 

14. The athlete s chin and chest are straight and up. 

15. As technique improves, left arm gets more involved in putting action. 

16. Keep shot next to neck before the put, to avoid throwing shot. 

Tips for Competition  

1. Use the legs. Explode from the bent position up toward sky. 

2. Put body weight behind the put. 

3. Bend knees and drop buttocks back toward middle of ring to prevent falling forward and incurring 
a foul.  
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Pentathlon Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Perform a stand-up or block start 

   

Maintain a very erect posture with hips tall 

   

Push off the track with balls of feet 

   

Drive knees up parallel to track 

   

Maintain high heel recovery as drive foot leaves ground 

   

Maintain tall posture with slight forward body lean from ground, not from 
waist 

   

Swing arms forward and back without rotating shoulders 

   

Keep feet flexed, toes up 

   

Sprint under control for entire race 

   

Measure and mark a long jump approach 

   

Perform a nine-step stride approach 

   

Plant takeoff foot on board behind foul line 

   

Take off from board by extending takeoff leg 

   

Keep upper body straight and head up 

   

Perform a complete and legal step or hang-style running long jump 

   

Measure and mark a high jump approach 

   

Take a stride approach or a flop- or scissor-style high jump approach 

   

Perform a complete and legal flop- or scissor-style high jump 

   

Perform multiple events in one day 

   

Transfer focus from one event to the next event 

   

Demonstrate good overall conditioning, speed, flexibility, strength and 
endurance 

   

Totals    
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The Pentathlon 

The pentathlon is an athletics event that involves five individual sporting events. These are listed below in the order of 
competition. If a coach has an athlete who performs the long jump, shot put and high jump well, he or she might want to 
discuss with the athlete the possibility of competing in the pentathlon as a single athletics event. As in other athletics 
events, the athlete must possess speed, strength, endurance and flexibility to be successful; however, the multiple events 
of the pentathlon require strong dedication, motivation and concentration as well. 

1. 100m 
2. Long jump 
3. Shot put 
4. High jump 
5. 400m  

Athletes' times and distances are converted into points. Special Olympics athletics has devised tables of scores 
ranging from 1 to 1200 points per event. In pentathlon, the athlete who scores the greatest number of points in all five 
events wins. Place standings in each of the five events have no bearing on the final outcome. 

According to the official rules, athletes competing in the long jump and shot put get three attempts to register a legal 
record. This directly impacts the coach s and athlete's strategy for approaching these events. If the athlete fouls on all 
three attempts, he/she does not score any points for that event. Athletes compete to get a safe and legal mark on the first 
attempt, and then use the next two attempts to achieve a better mark. 

Training Components of the Pentathlon 

Training should emphasize major components of a pentathlete's conditioning, such as speed, strength and endurance. 
Developing skills for the weaker events should also be emphasized, but to a lesser extent. Once the athlete is well 
conditioned, and the events are balanced as far as scoring is concerned, the focus shifts to the jumping events and the 
100m. These events provide the greater share of points. The training components for the pentathlon follow. 

 

Speed Training is the most important aspect, because speed is directly related to the 100m, 400m and long 
jump. 

 

Technique Training is kept simple. Identify similarities in events. With a few hours of training, you can obtain 
more points in those events that require technique. 

 

Strength Training focuses on the general overall condition of the athlete. 

 

Specific Strength Training deals with plyometrics, or exercises focused on the eccentric/concentric 
contraction cycle of a muscle, such as hops and bounds. 

 

Rest and Recovery is very important due to the demands on the body during training and competition. You 
want to avoid injuries and burnout. 

Preseason Preparation Period 

Specific Event Training 

 

Train as one would practice for individual competition in each event. 

 

Include drills to promote conditioning for specific parts of the body. 

 

Practice specific techniques for each of the events. 
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Sprints 

 
Focus on endurance first and speed second. 

Strength Training 

 
Emphasize general strength first and then provide more training to develop power and explosiveness in the 
jumps and shot put. 

Competition Period 

Specific Event Training 

 

Training is more specific and detailed. 

 

Focus on correcting technique errors. 

Sprints Training 

 

Vary the distance. 

 

The distance run should be relatively short and intense, but less frequent. 

 

Focus on speed. 

Strength Training 

 

Focus on strength maintenance. 

Training Tips to Make the Most Out of a Short Training Time  

1. Concentrate on training for speed and speed strengthening. 

2. Jumping and throwing exercises are two main keys of conditioning. 

3. Look at the scoring tables to see where conditioning and technique work can be used most productively to earn 
the greatest number of points. 

4. Plan the athlete's training to follow the normal order of events in a pentathlon competition. 
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Preparation for Pentathlon Competition 

Coaches play an important role in the preparation for competitions. All the time spent in practice will be wasted if the 
coach and athletes do not address the following important issues.  

Good Mental Approach 

 

A low score in one event does not always mean a poor result for the whole competition. 

 

Athletes should not think about the next event, or dwell on the last event, when performing; their 
full concentration must be on the current event. 

 

Athletes should relax between events to be mentally ready for the next event. 

Be Prepared for the Weather 

 

Athletes will be exposed to the elements for about 2-3 hours at a time. 

 

Have warm clothing if needed as well as protection from the sun, rain, etc. 

 

When not competing or between events, stay out of the sun. 

Know High Jump Starting Height 

 

Start with a height you know the athlete can clear. 

Track Competitors  Point Totals 

 

Prior to the last event 

 

400m  let your athlete know how fast he/she will have to run to reach a 
certain final score and place. 

Replace Fluids 

 

Each athlete needs to drink sports drinks or water until the athlete's thirst is satisfied. 

 

Athletes may also need to eat. Bring light foods or fruit to the competition.  

        See Athlete Nutrition, Safety and Fitness section for more guidance. 

Keep the Competition Fun 

 

Be sure to keep the competition fun. 

 

If the athlete has trained sufficiently, the competition should seem easy by comparison.  
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Race Walking Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

From start, push off with rear foot and step forward with front foot 

   

Swing arms vigorously to stimulate quick foot movement 

   

Power body forward by lifting heel and pushing off with toes 

   

Place feet in a straight line with toes pointed directly forward 

   

Rotate hips forward and in with each stride 

   

Drop and roll hips while twisting back and forth 

   

Bend the knee as leg is swung forward 

   

Straighten knee all the way back, pulling ground as the heel touches it 

   

Use toes and calf muscles to push body forward 

   

Increase drive off toes by rolling over and off them 

   

Walk with head up, torso erect and centered over hips 

   

Hold hands with fingers bent, relaxed and loose 

   

Swing arms across chest as they move back and forth 

   

Maintain upright position with neck and shoulders relaxed 

   

Use relaxed hip movements as speed increases 

   

Race walk under control for entire race 

   

Perform proper heel-toe movement 

   

Totals    
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Race Walking 

Walking by definition is propelling oneself forward while keeping at least one foot in contact with the ground. The art 
of race walking requires a great deal of practice. It requires that the athlete use quick steps while making sure that the 
heel of the lead foot touches the ground before the toes of the support foot leave the ground. Race walking is a race of 
endurance and quick leg movements. 

Race walking is a progression of steps taken so that unbroken contact with the ground is maintained. The lead foot, 
preferably the heel, must touch the track before the back foot leaves the ground. During stride, the leg must be 
straightened at least momentarily. The supporting leg must be straight in a vertically upright position. When a walker 
does not have continuous contact with the ground, he/she is not race walking and shall be disqualified.                    

Begin Walking Motion and Acceleration 
1. From a stand start, push off with rear foot and front foot simultaneously while stepping forward with rear foot. 
2. Swing arms vigorously to stimulate quick foot movement. 
3. Power body forward by lifting the heel and pushing off with toes. 
4. Walk forward, swinging bent arms in opposition to legs. 
5. The heel of the lead foot should touch the ground just before the toe of the trailing foot leaves the ground, in 

heel-toe movement. Feet are placed one in front of the other. 
6. Hold hands so the fingers are bent, yet relaxed and loose. 
7. Walk with the head up and the torso erect and centered over the hips.  

Correct Form Incorrect Form                  

 

Incorrect foot placement due to insufficient hip 
rotation or lack of flexibility 

Correct foot placement
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Maintaining Momentum 
1. Let toe and calf muscle push body forward with feet landing in a straight line. 
2. Let the hips rotate forward and in with each stride. 
3. Hold arms at 90 degrees, swinging them vigorously forward and back. 
4. Maintain an upright position with neck and shoulders relaxed. 
5. Hips drop and roll while twisting back and forth. This allows your legs to move faster and easier and gives you a 

longer stride.  

Good hip rotation Too much hip rotation                 

6. Arms are always bent at a 90-degree angle and pumping vigorously. Let them swing across your chest as they 
move back and forth. Forearms should be parallel to the ground, and arm swing originates from shoulders. 

7. The knee bends and swings forward taking the step. This allows toes to clear ground. 
8. The advancing leg must be straightened from the first moment of contact with the ground until it is in the 

vertical position. 
9. Toes and calf muscles are used to push the body forward. Feet land in a straight line with toes pointed directly 

forward. 
10. Keep neck and shoulders relaxed. 
11. Body and head should be upright at all times. 
12. Increase drive off toes by rolling over and off them. 
13. Use relaxed hip movements as speed increases. 
14. Race walk at highest speed possible while maintaining the correct form. 
15. Complete race with a strong finish.  
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Faults & Fixes 

 
Race Walking  

Error Correction Drill/Test Reference 

Hips are moving side to side, not 
forward/backward. 

 
Improve hip mobility. 

 

Increase understanding of 
correct motion (or increase 
awareness of the error). 

Break steps down to demonstrate 
correct direction hips need to 
move. 

Arms move too vigorously up and 
down and cross body. 

 

Swing arms forward and 
backward (like pistons), 
flexed at elbows. 

 

Do not cross arms over the 
body. 

Practice standing; guide proper 
technique. 

Rear foot leaves the ground before 
leading foot touches the ground. 

 

Get foot down quicker. 

 

Remember grabbing motion 
into ground with foot. 

Slow down/reduce speed. 
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Race Walking Drill 
Reps:  3x300m of increasing-decreasing patterns 

Purpose 

 
Develop pacing 

 

Develop capacity to surge 

Teaching Points 
1. Start at slow pace. 
2. Blow whistle after about 50m to indicate increase in speed. 
3. Blow whistle again after another 50m to indicate another increase in speed. 
4. Blow whistle 2x to indicate decrease in speed.    

Points of Emphasis: Maintain proper form 

When to Use: Beginning of skill work 
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Coaches  Tips for Race Walkers  At-A-Glance  

Tips for Practice  

1. Demonstrate to the athlete each component of this event: starting the race, keeping at least one foot 
in contact with the ground, and making contact with the heel at a point just in front of the body's 
center of gravity. 

2. Race walk 100m in smooth and easy strides, keeping continuous contact with the ground. 

3. Race walk 100m with no lateral swinging of the trunk or hips. 

4. Race walk 100m with the arms bent 90 degrees at elbows. 

5. Race walk 100m at various speeds, maintaining the proper form and pace. 

6. Race walk 100m at a high speed, concentrating on arm and leg drive and proper form. 

7. Race walk 200m with no backward lean or forward sway. 

8. Use arms to control speed. 

9. Ask the athlete to feel the strong push off the toe of the back foot; have him or her concentrate on 
using strong pushes off the back foot to increase stride lengths while race walking 100-200m. 

10. Emphasize using bent arms to increase the power of each leg drive. 

11. Practice the arm swing while standing still. 

12. Teach the athlete to stay in his or her own lane. 

13. Roll up onto and off the toes of the back foot to increase drive; note that the back foot becomes 
nearly vertical at high speeds. 

14. Note that the hip of the swinging leg reaches its lowest point, and the other hip reaches its highest 
point, as the feet pass each other. 

15. Tell the athlete to think of walking more easily when walking faster. 

16. Place feet directly in front of each other; try not to allow feet to turn outward. 

17. Keep head up, looking at the finish line.  
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Wheelchair Racing Skill Progression   

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Sit in back of seat, with buttocks pressed against lower part of chair back 

   

Lean upper body forward, with shoulders ahead of hips 

   

Hold knees and feet together and centered in chair 

   

Grasp wheels or handrails at 11 o'clock position 

   

Keep head slightly forward 

   

Push wheels or handrails forward from 11 o'clock to 4 o'clock position, and 
release hands from wheels 

   

Keep moving arms and hands in a circular motion, past 6 and 9 o'clock 
positions, and recover to 11 o'clock position 

   

Keep body and head still during stroke and recovery 

   

Totals    
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Wheelchair Racing 

Ready-to-Race Position 
1. Athletes must remain seated on the cushion or seat of the wheelchair. 
2. Lean upper body forward so shoulders are ahead of hips. 
3. Hold knees and feet together in the center of the chair. 
4. Grasp wheels or handrails at 11 o'clock position; i.e., just behind highest point of wheel (12 o'clock position) 

with thumbs inside and fingers outside. 
5. Keep head slightly forward and focus several meters ahead. 

Forward Stroke and Recovery 
1. From ready-to-race position, push the wheels or handrails forward from 11 o'clock to the 4 o'clock position, and 

release hands from wheels. 
2. Keep moving arms and hands in a circular motion, i.e., past 6 and 9 o'clock positions, and recover to the 11 

o'clock position. 
3. Keep body and head still during stroke and recovery.    

Coaches  Tips for Wheelchair Racers  At-A-Glance   

Tips for Practice  

1. Demonstrate the ready position. 

2. Prompt athlete to reposition an arm, hand, leg, etc., by touching it, or reposition it in the correct 
position. 

3. For athletes with balance difficulties, position feet upward against chair, raising knees to chest. 

4. Illustrate stroke, showing a wheel and clock positions for hands. 

5. Remind the athlete to keep body trunk and head still, and move only the arms and hands. Upper 
body movement, i.e., bouncing or rocking back and forth, will slow the chair's momentum. 

6. Explain that the strongest part of a stroke should be from the 12 o'clock to the four o'clock 
position. 

7. Conduct practice competitions; work on reacting to the sound of the start command. 

8. Concentrate on getting both hands to stroke and recover in unison and with equal strength so the 
chair's motion is smooth and efficient. 

9. Caution the athlete to avoid stroking past the 5 o'clock position, as this may cause serious injury to 
the athlete's hands, arms or shoulders. 

10. Wheelchair athletes with arm paralysis may pull their chairs forward or push their chairs backward 
with their feet. Athletes who push their chairs must start with the back wheels behind the start line, 
and must wear helmets.  
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Softball Throw Skill Progression  

Your Athlete Can Never Sometimes Often 

Standing Throw    

Place thumb under ball with index, middle and ring finger on top, and little 
finger on side 

   

Stand 1½ strides behind foul line, with left shoulder facing throw s direction 

   

Keep feet parallel, toes pointing forward and legs a little wider than shoulder-
width apart 

   

Raise right arm with elbow pointing back, and hold ball behind the head 

   

Bend left arm and hold it in front of chest 

   

Push off right foot and take one step with left foot toward direction of throw 

   

Transfer body weight from the right leg to the left leg 

   

Bring right arm up and forward, leading with elbow 

   

Extend right arm, snap wrist and release ball off fingertips 

   

Follow with throwing arm, down and across body 

   

Wheelchair Softball Throw    

Sit upright in chair with buttocks against chair and feet on foot supports 

   

Place thumb under the ball, with index, middle and ring finger on top, and 
little finger on side 

   

Bend and lift right elbow 90 degrees, away from body, bringing ball behind 
head 

   

Hold left arm above eye level and lean back slightly in chair with a small arch 
in back 

   

Push left arm to right, pulling it back down to left 

   

Raise right shoulder, drop left shoulder, keep right elbow up and away from 
body 

   

Bring right arm up and forward, leading with elbow 

   

Extend right arm sharply, high over right leg, snap wrist and release ball off 
fingers 

   

Follow through with throwing arm down and across body 

   

Totals    
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Softball Throw 

Throwing events in Special Olympics athletics are fun and exciting. Special Olympics athletes have the opportunity to 
train and compete in the softball throw, a unique event for Special Olympics athletes with a lower ability level. The shot 
put, which has been contested on the world stage for many Olympic Games, is a part of Special Olympics Official 
Sports and is discussed in another section. 

Gripping the Softball & Ready Position 
1. Pick up softball with the throwing, dominant hand. 
2. Place the thumb under the ball with the index, middle and ring finger on top, and little finger on the side. This 

grip may vary according to the size of the athlete's hand. 
3. Apply pressure by squeezing fingers to keep ball in the hand.                 

Standing Overhand Throw 
1. Stand 1½ strides behind foul line, with left shoulder facing direction of throw, feet parallel and a little wider than 

shoulder width, and toes pointing forward. 
2. Raise right arm, with elbow pointing back and holding ball behind head. 
3. Bend left arm and hold it in front of the chest. 
4. Push off right foot and take one step with left foot toward direction of throw. 
5. Transfer body weight from right leg to left leg. 
6. Bring the right arm up and forward, leading with the elbow. 
7. Forcefully extend right arm, snap the wrist and release the ball off fingertips. 
8. Follow through, down and across body.  
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Wheelchair Athlete - Ready Position 
1. Set front wheels of chair just behind the foul line and lock back wheels. 
2. Sit upright in chair with buttocks against back of the chair and feet either on the ground or on the foot supports. 
3. Properly grip the softball. 
4. Bend right elbow to 90 degrees, lift it away from body, and bring ball behind the head. The hand is behind the 

elbow. 
5. Hold left arm above eye level, and lean back slightly in chair with a small arch in back.  

Wheelchair Athlete - Overhand Throw 
1. From ready position, throw ball by pushing left arm to the right, then pulling it back down to left. 
2. Raise right shoulder as the left shoulder drops, keeping right elbow up and away from the body. 
3. Bring right arm up and forward, leading with elbow. 
4. Extend right arm sharply, high over right leg, snap wrist, and release ball off fingers. 
5. The right arm follows through, down and across body. 
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Coaches  Tips for Softball Throwers  At-A-Glance   

Tips for Practice  

1. Demonstrate how to grip softball. 

2. Demonstrate proper throwing position. 

3. Manually place athlete's fingers on ball. 

4. Athletes with small hands may place all four fingers on top and the thumb to one side, and hold the 
ball in the palm of the throwing hand. 

5. Stand behind athlete and move his/her arm through throwing motion. 

6. Practice throwing motion without a ball first, then with ball. 

7. Practice throwing over a barrier, like a high jump standard with the crossbar. 

8. Emphasize holding up throwing arm and throwing overhand. 

9. Make sure left shoulder is lower than right and back is arched when releasing the ball. This allows 
the athlete to apply maximum force to throw. 

10. Practice with athlete taking one step before throwing. 

11. Place marks on ground to help the athlete step with correct foot. 

Tips for Competition  

1. Athletes should listen for the official to call their names. 

2. Enter and exit throwing area from the back line. 

3. Stand at the back of the throwing area. 

4. Conduct a practice competition; have one athlete play the official, and have other athletes assist in 
marking the distance of the throw.  
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Modifications 

In competition, official rules should not be changed to suit athletes special needs. However, there are approved aids 
that do accommodate the athlete s special needs and are permitted by the rules. Coaches can modify their training 
exercises, communication and sport equipment to assist athletes in achieving success. 

Modifying Exercises 
Modify the skills involved in an exercise so that all athletes can participate. 

Accommodating an Athlete s Special Needs 
Use the sound of a bell for visually impaired athletes. 

Modifying Your Communication Method 
Different athletes require different communications systems. For example, some athletes learn and respond better to 
demonstrated exercises, whereas others require greater verbal communication. Some athletes may need a combination 

 

to see, hear and even read a description of the exercise or skill. 

Modifying Equipment 
Successful participation for some athletes requires equipment modifications to suit their particular need.   

Adaptations 

Specific adaptations are listed below. 

Orthopedic Impairments 

 

Use a target in the softball throw 

 

Use obstacle courses marked by flags and/or gates 

Auditory Impairments 

 

Use flag or hand signals for start 

Visual Impairments 

 

Use a shorter approach in the high jump 

 

Use brightly colored equipment    
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Mental Preparation and Training 

Mental training is important for athletes, whether striving for a personal best or competing against others. Mental 
imagery, which Bruce D. Hale of Penn State calls No Sweat Practice, is very effective. The mind cannot tell the 
difference between what is real and what is not. Sometimes mental imagery can be a practical and efficient substitute 
for actual practice. 

Ask the athletes to sit in a relaxed position, in a quiet place with few distractions. Tell them to close their eyes and 
picture performing a particular skill. Using basketball as an example, tell your athletes they are seeing themselves on a 
basketball court on a large movie screen. Walk them through a skill, step by step. Go into as much detail as possible, 
using words to elicit all the senses - sight, hearing, touch and smell. Ask the athletes to visualize rehearsing the skill 
successfully - even to the point of seeing the ball going in the basket. 

Some athletes need help starting the process. Others will learn to practice this way on their own. The link between 
performing the skills in the mind and performing the skills on the court may be hard to explain. However, the athletes 
who repeatedly imagine themselves correctly completing a skill and believing it to be true are more likely to make it 
happen. Whatever goes into one s mind and heart comes out in one s actions.   
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Cross Training in Athletics 

Cross Training in Athletics 

Cross training is a modern-day term which refers to the substitution of skills other than the skills directly involved in the 
performance of an event. Cross training is mostly used in injury rehabilitation and is now used in injury prevention as 
well. When runners sustain injuries in the legs or feet that keep them from running, other activities can be substituted to 
keep up their aerobic and muscular strength. Cross training for runners comes in the form of swimming pool workouts, 
bicycling, cross country skiing and snowshoeing. 

There is a limited value and crossover to this specific exercise. A reason to "cross train" is to avoid injury and 
maintain muscular balance during a period of intense sport specific training. One of the keys to success in sport is 
staying healthy and training over the long haul. Cycling is not the same as running. But if cycling takes the pressure off 
shins, knees and hips on a recovery steady-state day, then it will probably make the next running workout better. Why? 
Because it keeps athletes injury free and running. Cross training allows athletes to do event specific training workouts 
with greater enthusiasm and intensity with minimal risk of injury. 

Swimming Pool Workouts 
Have athlete swim or perform running actions in the pool. Have athlete swim at a steady state for a minimum of 2 
minutes (aerobic). Using a flotation vest or inner tube, have athlete perform running actions while in an upright 
position. Use intervals of 30-120 seconds with 2:1 rest.                     

Bicycle Workouts 
Have athlete ride a bicycle as interval and steady state workouts. The athlete works out on a stationary bike or spinning 
bike doing aerobic and anaerobic workouts. The athlete rides an outdoor bike for 2 minutes to an hour at various paces. 

Winter Sport Cross Training 

Cross Country Skiing 
If an athlete can cross country ski, have him/her ski on a cross country course for 2 to 60 minutes. If available, have the 
athlete do an indoor workout on a cross country ski trainer machine for 2 to 60 minutes. 

Snowshoeing 
Snowshoeing is a great sport for training and competing during the winter sport season if athletes do not have access to 
indoor track facilities. Snowshoeing is basically running on the snow, using the same muscle groups and mechanics of 
all running events.   
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